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Project description

Making construction equipment greener through innovative electric storage solutions

As the use of fossil fuel engines reaches an end, within the context of the EU’s climate targets, original equipment manufacturers (OEM) of non-road mobile machinery make a shift to electrification. This implies facing demanding needs in term of autonomy, productivity, operation cost and investment costs. The EU-funded
WATTELSE project will introduce a versatile, modular lithium-ion battery system using patented state-of-the-art technologies. WATTELSE’s tailored solution addressed to OEMs will deliver high power rate or high energy density, depending on the construction needs. WATTALPS’ modular lithium-ion battery system is designed to be repurposed and reused at the end of a first life. It is also optimised for dismantling and recycling when not usable anymore.

**Fields of science**

natural sciences  › chemical sciences  › electrochemistry  › electric batteries
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engineering and technology  › environmental engineering  › air pollution engineering

natural sciences  › earth and related environmental sciences  › environmental sciences  › pollution

engineering and technology  › civil engineering  › architecture engineering  › sustainable architecture  › sustainable building
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